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Abstract
The hardware cost of taking an interrupt is increasing as processors become more superscalar.
Using FLIP, an aggressively superscalar processor which we have designed and tested in Verilog,
we demonstrate that interrupts can be fast and inexpensive. We trace individual signals through
FLIP’s pipeline stages to show that fast interrupts require negligible new hardware. Except for
linkage information, interrupts reuse existing branch mechanisms. An asynchronous interrupt acts
as an immediate jump instruction, while a synchronous interrupt acts as a mispredicted branch.
Although we concentrate on user-level interrupts, we show that kernel-level interrupts can be
handled identically with the addition of protection mode bits to identify the protection mode of
every outstanding instruction.
In blending fast interrupts into the superscalar processor, we address two new problems. The
first problem arises from fast synchronous interrupts. Because most instructions can cause an
interrupt, the processor must be able to revert to its state prior to most instructions, not just
mispredicted branches. This ubiquitousness of reversion leads us to design a new renaming data
structure. Our renaming data structure can revert to the state prior to any outstanding instruction by
updating a single pointer. The entire structure consists of the outstanding renaming bindings plus
a simple scan circuit to look up the latest binding. The second problem arises from the interaction
of mispredicted branches and asynchronous interrupts. An asynchronous interrupt can sometimes
vanish if a branch which dynamically precedes the interrupt handler mispredicts. We offer a simple
solution in which the processor remembers an outstanding interrupt and replays the interrupt in
case of a preceding misprediction.

1 Introduction
Historically, interrupts have received little attention. The vast majority of the microprocessor market
has not had much use for them. In DOS, Windows, and Unix, interrupts happen infrequently. When
they do, they typically signal a system event, such as I/O which requires arbitration by the kernel
or an error, such as arithmetic overflow which terminates a process anyway.
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Several recent developments have undermined the validity of this argument. The success of distributed and parallel processing and the resulting multi-threaded programming environments have
dramatically changed the nature and frequency of asynchronous interrupts. Parallel and distributed
programs generate frequent asynchronous events in order to communicate. In addition, a wide range
of applications rely on synchronous interrupts to signal relatively frequent, non-erroneous events.
These include, shared memory emulation [RHL 93], small-kernel operating systems [TR87],
transaction support [Rad82], persistent storage management [WK92], distributed virtual memory [LH89], software emulation of instructions [Gol91], and garbage collection [AEL88][Joh90].
Just as the demand for interrupts is rising, today’s interrupts are slow and getting slower.
Traditionally, interrupts have been slow because of the many layers of software involved in taking an
interrupt. Recently, researchers have successfully stripped off these layers and reduced the software
cost of an interrupt to negligible [TL94]. At the same time, however, the underlying hardware
latency of transferring control to the interrupt handler has skyrocketed. With potentially hundreds of
outstanding instructions, superscalar processors can waste hundreds of issue opportunities draining
the processor before even starting the interrupt handler. As the number of outstanding instructions
increases, the drainage cost worsens.
We show that the delay in starting an interrupt handler is not necessary. By reusing mechanisms
which already exist in the superscalar processor, interrupts can be made fast with minimal additional
hardware. We use an aggressively superscalar processor, FLIP, which we have designed and simulated in Verilog, to illustrate fast interrupts. We describe an interrupt implementation which treats
interrupts as a routine processor instruction—one that does not break the processor pipeline and
one that executes speculatively. FLIP uses standard mechanisms to extract parallelism: renaming
and speculative branch execution. We show that both mechanisms can accommodate fast interrupts
without deterioration in performance or added hardware cost. In adding fast interrupts, we make
only one noticeable change to FLIP’s design by reimplementing the renaming data structure. The
new structure is both fast and low in VLSI area.
Recall that an interrupt is a transfer of control which takes place when a processor detects one of
a predefined set of conditions. These conditions, known as interrupt events, are typically defined by
the instruction set architecture. Interrupts are necessary because they allow infrequent events to be
tested for frequently and because they allow the processor to run user code with the guarantee that
the OS will get control back at regular time intervals. Some events are brought about by a specific
instruction, such as an add instruction overflowing. These events are called synchronous events
because the processor must respond to them immediately, before executing the next instruction.
Other events are brought about by stimuli from outside of the processor’s instruction stream, such
as a time-slice timer going off. These events are called asynchronous events. In response to
any interrupt event, the processor eventually transfers control to a routine customized to handle
that type of an event. This routine is called the interrupt handler. The process of transferring
control is referred to as taking an interrupt. Today’s state-of-the-art superscalar processors achieve
high performance by issuing many instructions, out of order, on every clock cycle. Our goal in
designing a superscalar processor with fast interrupts will be to enable the processor to take an
interrupt without wasting instruction-issue opportunities.
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1.1 The Trouble with Protection Modes
The high cost of interrupts stems from their need to cross protection domains. Traditionally, all
interrupt handlers have run in protected, or kernel, mode. When a kernel-mode interrupt event
interrupts a processor running a user-mode program, the processor must transition from unprotected
to protected mode. During the transition, the processor must insure that outstanding user program
instructions do not gain access to protected state and that the kernel interrupt handler’s instructions
are not denied access to protected state. For instance, an outstanding load instruction in the user
program must not be allowed to load a value from protected memory because the processor has
begun executing the interrupt handler’s instructions and disabled memory protection.
In today’s superscalar processors, this guarantee can be costly because these processors operate
in only one protection domain at a time. Today’s processor is typically busy processing user
instructions in user mode when an interrupt arrives. In order to transition to the interrupt handler’s
kernel mode, the processor must first dispose of all of the outstanding user instructions. Only when
the processor is empty can it start fetching the interrupt handler’s kernel instructions. Finally, it
takes some time for the processor to refill and reach a steady state again in which many instructions
run in parallel. From the time when the interrupt is asserted to the time when steady state resumes,
the processor may miss hundreds of instruction-issue opportunities.
There are two ways to eliminate this costly delay: user-mode interrupts and mode tagging.
User-mode interrupts eliminate the delay because the processor need not cross protection domains
to take an interrupt. Since the protection domain remains unchanged on an interrupt, the interrupt
handler’s instructions can start entering the processor right away. Most types of interrupt events
can be handed to the user. Already, on today’s machines with only kernel interrupts, some types
of interrupts such as message arrival are being reflected back to the user code and incurring the
unnecessary overhead of another protection domain transition [Thi93]. 1.
Another way to eliminate the lengthy transition from user to kernel mode is to maintain a mode
bit with each outstanding instruction specifying the instruction’s protection domain. Since protected
and unprotected instructions then coexist in the processor, the interrupt handler’s instructions can
start entering the processor right away. Instead of checking some global mode bit, each instruction
checks its own mode bit whenever necessary. For instance, a load instruction may successfully
load a value from protected memory because the instruction’s mode bit is set to kernel mode. On
the same cycle, an add instruction may overflow and raise an overflow interrupt because its mode
bit is set to user mode2 .

1.2 Implementing Fast Interrupts
In a processor that executes only one instruction at a time, interrupts are conceptually simple.
Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of steps in handling an interrupt. The Figure shows a dynamic
sequence of instructions. While the processor is executing Instruction u3, a synchronous interrupt
event occurs. The processor aborts Instruction u3 and splices the interrupt handler into the user
program in the same way as a procedure call. On the next cycle, the processor jumps to the first
1

The only interrupt events which must be handed directly to the kernel are: the synchronous system call interrupt
and the asynchronous timer interrupt.
2
If its mode bit were set to kernel mode, an overflowing add instruction would typically reset the processor.
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Figure 1: Asynchronous Interrupt.
instruction of the interrupt handler and saves the return address u4 in a linkage register. To prevent
another interrupt from destroying the value in the linkage register, the processor at this time also
disables further interrupts. The last instruction in the interrupt handler restores the program counter
from the linkage register and reenables further interrupts.
At first glance, it is not obvious how to go about implementing interrupts in a superscalar
processor. Since instructions are not executed one-at-a-time, the state of the processor can be
inconsistent. Using the scenario shown in Figure 1 as an example, Instructions u0 and u1 may not
have started executing while Instructions u4, u5, and u6 may have finished executing. To present
the interrupt handler with the precise state of the processor after Instruction u3, we may have to
complete preceding instructions and undo succeeding ones.
Recovering the precise state without incurring delays is the main topic of this paper. Fortunately,
many of the mechanisms necessary to implement fast interrupts are already present in today’s
superscalar processors. An asynchronous interrupt can be executed using the mechanisms for the
existing jump instruction. A synchronous interrupt can be executed using the mechanisms for the
existing conditional branch instruction which mispredicted. Although not much new hardware
is necessary, interesting problems arise. Existing branch misprediction hardware is optimized to
checkpoint the processor’s state only at branch instructions. In contrast, almost all instructions
can cause a synchronous interrupt. We present an inexpensive new hardware structure which
checkpoints the processor on the fly, on every cycle. Another problem arises because speculative
user instructions may be coexisting with the instructions of an asynchronous interrupt. Some care
is needed to prevent the interrupt from vanishing on a user branch misprediction.
The rest of this paper describes FLIP, a superscalar processor with fast user-mode interrupts,
which we designed and simulated in Verilog. Although FLIP’s interrupts are user-level, the
design is equally applicable to kernel-level interrupts with mode tagging. Section 2 describes
FLIP and FLIP’s implementation of interrupts and explains the vanishing interrupt problem and its
solution. Section 3 describes in greater detail the renaming logic which enables the backing out of
computation on any instruction. Section 4 concludes with a discussion of related work and future
research directions.
4

2 Processor Design
Now that we have described interrupts, in general, let us consider our implementation of fast
user-level interrupts in the context of FLIP, a superscalar processor which we designed. We reserve
detailed discussion of FLIP’s renaming table to Section 3. We start in Section 2.1 by explaining
the basic pipeline structure of FLIP together with relevant data and control paths. Section 2.2
describes how FLIP implements speculative branching. Section 2.3 shows how FLIP implements
synchronous interrupts by reusing its mechanism for mispredicted branches. Section 2.4 shows
how FLIP implements asynchronous interrupts and addresses the interaction between asynchronous
interrupts and speculative execution, namely the case of the vanishing interrupt.

2.1 FLIP
We start with a description of the pipeline structure of FLIP. FLIP is an aggressively superscalar
processor which we designed and simulated in Verilog. FLIP uses a simple RISC instruction set
which has been used in our graduate computer architecture class. Much like existing and proposed
processors, FLIP extracts parallelism through the use of the Tomasulo algorithm and through
speculative branch execution. Although FLIP’s methods are not unique, a detailed description of
its pipeline structure is missing in literature and is essential to understanding its implementation of
interrupts. Some readers may choose to skip to Section 2.3 which describes FLIP’s incorporation
of synchronous interrupts into its pipeline.
Although FLIP is an aggressively superscalar processor which issues instructions out-of-order
and speculates on branch outcomes, FLIP’s pipeline closely resembles the traditional RISC pipeline
in Figure 2. Recall that a RISC processor executes each instruction through the same series of
pipelined stages. An instruction is fetched and decoded. Operands are read from the register file,
operation is executed, and results are written back to the register file in successive stages [HP89,
chapter 6] 3 . Figure 3 shows FLIP’s pipeline. The difference between standard RISC and FLIP, is
a pair of additional steps, renaming and buffering, which extract parallelism from the sequential
instruction stream.
The process of renaming and buffering, first described by Tomasulo [AST67], eliminates
artificial dependencies among instructions and allows ready-to-run instructions to bypass earlier
instructions which are not ready. To illustrate how renaming removes artificial dependencies,
consider the following code segment:
1. r3 <- r1 * r2
2. r5 <- r3 / r4
3. r3 <- r6 + r7
Since the arguments of Instruction 3 do not depend on Instruction 1 or 2, we would like to execute
Instruction 3 in parallel with instructions 1 and 2. But we cannot because, if Instruction 3 finished
before Instruction 2, Instruction 2 might read the wrong value from Register 3. Moreover, if
Instruction 3 finished before Instruction 1, the final value of Register 3 would be incorrect. We say
that Instruction 3 is anti-dependent on Instruction 2 and output-dependent on Instruction 1 [PW86]
3

We show only one execute stage, for simplicity. Some RISC processors have more than one.
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Figure 2: The pipeline of a RISC processor, show for comparison. The labels along each arrow
describe the information transfered from one stage to the other. The main data structure, the register
file, is outlined.
Artificial dependencies arise because code must frequently reuse the small number of registers
defined by the instruction set architecture.
Renaming eliminates this reuse by mapping, or renaming, the small number of registers provided
by the instruction set into a much larger number of registers provided by the hardware. For clarity,
let us refer to instruction set registers as “registers” and to hardware registers as “tags”. As
instructions enter the decode/rename stage of FLIP’s superscalar pipeline in Figure 3, the processor
replaces their register numbers with tag numbers. For example, our original code segment may
become:
1. t42 <- t15 * t77
2. t9 <- t42 / t56
3. t101 <- t39 + t14
Note that Instruction 3 is now independent of 1 and 2. Notice also that Instruction 2 correctly
receives the result of Instruction 1 through Tag 42. To correctly assign tags, the decode/rename
stage must maintain a mapping table from registers to tags. The mapping table, at the time
Instruction 2 enters the decode/rename stage, tells the processor that Register 3 is mapped to
Tag 42. The functionality and implementation of the mapping table will be described in detail in
Section 3.
Renaming alone will not unleash parallelism, however. Buffering is also necessary. As
instructions exit the decode/rename stage, they are free of artificial dependencies, but they are still
exiting in the order in which they were fetched. Without further intervention, Instruction 3 must
wait its turn behind Instructions 1 and 2. The buffer/read stage eliminates the wait by buffering
instructions whose arguments are not ready and allowing subsequent instructions to overtake them.
At the heart of the buffer/read stage is an associative buffer analogous to the template buffer in
dataflow machines [Den80, AC86]4. Figure 4 shows one entry in the buffer which corresponds to
4

In fact, for arithmetic instructions, the segment of the Tomasulo pipeline from the buffer/read stage to the write
stage is identical to a dataflow machine
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Figure 4: Example of an entry in the template buffer of FLIP.
Instruction 2. The entry contains the decoded, renamed instruction; space for the argument values;
space for the result value; and presence bits, P, indicating whether arguments and result are present.
Two additional fields, the PC and the Time Stamp, are described later in Section 2.2. In case of
Instruction 2 the entry shows that the first argument, the output of Instruction 1, is absent, as is the
result. As each instruction enters the buffer/read stage, it associatively searches the result tags of
all the templates in order to find its arguments. If any arguments are not present, the instruction is
buffered until its missing arguments are associatively written by some preceding instruction in its
write stage. In the meantime, succeeding instructions, such as Instruction 3, can precede.
We have shown how FLIP processes arithmetic operations using renaming and buffering, but not
how it processes branches and memory operations. Memory operations present two additional kinds
of dependencies. First, since they can permanently modify off-chip storage, memory operations
cannot be undone. Consequently, memory operations cannot execute until the processor is certain
that they will not have to be undone. The processor becomes certain when all preceding instructions
which could raise an interrupt or mispredict have completed. The second kind of dependency arises
among memory operations to the same address. Any load instruction must receive the value most
recently stored to that address. Since memory operations are not relevant to the handling of
interrupts, we will not discuss FLIP’s mechanisms for sequencing memory operations in this paper.
7

2.2 Branches in FLIP
Branch instructions, on the other hand, warrant thorough discussion since much of their hardware
is reused by synchronous interrupts. Unlike Tomasulo’s original algorithm, all modern superscalar
processors, including FLIP, speculate on the outcome of branch instructions 5. When a processor
encounters a conditional or indirect branch, it predicts the outcome of the branch and continues
executing from the predicted instruction path. The trouble occurs if, later on as the branch resolves,
the prediction proves incorrect. At such time, FLIP must somehow restore the processor state
to before the misprediction was made and resume fetching from the corrected instruction stream.
Since mispredicted branches are relatively common [Smi81, FF92], about one in every one hundred
instructions, it is essential that the restoration of state be fast.
We describe how FLIP restores state by referring to Figure 5 which reviews FLIP’s pipeline
updated with all the signals utilized by branching instructions. First, to be able to restore old
state, FLIP maintains two additional pieces of information with each outstanding instruction: the
time stamp and the program counter. FLIP time stamps instructions in order to recognize which
outstanding instructions precede and which follow the mispredicted branch. The stamp can be
generated by a counter in the fetch stage and each instruction stamped as it exits the fetch stage6
In addition to the time stamp, FLIP passes each instruction’s program counter through the pipeline
in order to be able to compute and to correct branch addresses (as well as to take synchronous
interrupts, ie exceptions).
A speculative branch instruction passes through FLIP’s pipeline much like any other instruction.
The branch instruction makes its prediction in the decode/rename stage. Based on the prediction,
the decode/rename stage may direct the fetch stage to jump to the target address by asserting the
Jump line and writing the target address to the JumpPC lines. The fetch stage jumps to the target
address on the next clock. The predicted branch instruction, annotated with the predicted direction
of the branch, precedes to the buffer/read stage where it awaits its arguments. Sometime later,
when its arguments become available, the branch instruction issues and enters the execute stage. If
the execute stage detects a mispredicted branch, it triggers events to undo mispredicted instructions
and to resume fetching from the correct arm of the branch. To undo mispredicted instructions,
the execute stage asserts the Revert line to all pipeline stages and writes the time stamp of
the mispredicted branch to the Stamp lines. On the next clock, all pipeline stages associatively
discard instructions whose time stamp exceeds that of the mispredicted branch and the renaming
table reverts to the bindings which were in effect at the time specified by the time stamp. We
postpone the discussion of how FLIP reverts its renaming table to Section 3. To resume fetching
from the correct arm of the branch, the execute stage asserts the Jump line to the fetch stage and
writes the corrected target address to the JumpPC lines.
To make speculative branch execution more concrete, let us trace the path of a conditional
branch instruction through the processor. Consider the branch on zero instruction:
10. brz r1 imm5

% jump to PC+5 if the value of r1 is 0

5

Studies show that speculative branch execution is critical to extracting significant instruction-level parallelism
from a typical RISC instruction stream [LW92, Wal91].
6
FLIP does not actually generate time stamps since the ordering of instructions is implicit in their template buffer
address. We use time stamps here for simplicity of discussion.
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Figure 5: FLIP’s logic relevant to branching. Values in parenthesis correspond to a branch-on-zero
instruction used as an example in the text. FLIP’s state corresponding to each pipeline stage is
shown just after the branch-on-zero instruction passes through that stage.
This instruction jumps 5 instructions relative to its PC if the content of Register 1 is zero. Figure 5
shows, in parenthesis, all the values passed along FLIP’s pipeline as a consequence of this instruction. When the branch instruction enters the fetch stage, it is assigned a time stamp, in this case
561. In the decode/rename stage, the brz instruction makes its prediction. Let us assume that the
brz instruction predicts that the branch will be taken. It adds 5 to its PC and tells the fetch stage to
jump to this address. The decode/rename stage emits the renamed brz instruction annotated with
its prediction:
brz-taken t5 imm5

% if the value of t5 is not 0, revert to PC+1

Just like any arithmetic instruction, the brz-taken instruction is buffered in a template in the
buffer/read stage until its arguments become available. The brz-taken instruction may not
execute for a long time, while it is waiting for the value of Tag 15. In the meantime, instructions
along the predicted instruction stream execute speculatively. If the brz instruction eventually finds
that the value of Register 1 is not zero, it restores the processor back to its state before the branch
and resumes fetching from PC+1.
It is possible for a processor to have many speculative branch instructions outstanding at once. If
these instructions are correctly predicted, execution simply continues. If, on the other hand, several
branch instructions are predicted incorrectly, we must insure that execution eventually reverts to
the corrected arm of the earliest mispredicted branch instruction. FLIP’s hardware which we have
already described insures correct reversion. Consider a scenario in which FLIP is predicting two
brz instructions to be taken, one with a time stamp 300 and one with 304. Let us assume that both
9



branches are mispredicted. There are two possible scenarios. The brz instruction corresponding
to the earlier branch, 300, may issue first and anull all instructions whose time stamp exceeds
300, including branch 304. Computation correctly resumes at the corrected arm of the earliest
branch. In the second scenario, the later brz instruction, 304, issues first. FLIP corrects the later
misprediction and continues executing. Note that the earlier branch, 300, remains outstanding since
its time stamp is less than that of the later branch. Eventually, the brz instruction corresponding
to the earlier branch 300 issues, anulls all later instructions and execution again correctly resume
at the corrected arm of the earliest branch.

2.3 Synchronous Interrupts in FLIP
Now that we have described the basic design of the FLIP processor, we can turn our attention to
interrupts. We show how FLIP implements synchronous interrupts in this section, and asynchronous
interrupts in the following section.
Before we delve into FLIP’s implementation of interrupts, we must mention the additional
processor state which FLIP maintains for the purpose of handling interrupts. FLIP’s interrupt related
state is similar to that in many modern implementations of interrupts [MIP92, ROS93, Mot93],
except that the state is accessible at user-level. A linkage register, ReturnPC, resides in the fetch
stage and stores the address at which computation resumes once an interrupt handler returns. An
interrupt enable bit, IntEn, which enables or disables interrupts, resides in the decode/rename
stage 7. Each instruction is stamped with the current value of the IntEn bit in the decode/rename
stage and it carries its IntEn value along as it traverses the pipeline. On a misprediction, the
decode/rename stage reverts to the IntEn bit of the mispredicted branch instruction. Finally, a
base register, Base, specifies the beginning address relative to which FLIP computes the starting
address of the interrupt handler for each type of an interrupt. This register, which is typically very
rarely modified, is not renamed in FLIP.
An instruction which raises a synchronous interrupt behaves much like a branch predicted not
taken and later found to be taken. Conceptually, each instruction which could raise an interrupt
makes the prediction that it will not raise an interrupt. As a result of this prediction, the processor
continues fetching from the original instruction stream. Later on, when the instruction executes, it
attempts to confirm this prediction. If the confirmation fails, FLIP takes the same steps as it would
on a mispredict. In addition, FLIP saves linkage information and disables further interrupts.
Figure 6 shows all the pipeline signals utilized by an instruction which causes a synchronous
interrupt. Just like a mispredicted branch, a synchronous interrupt is typically detected in the
execute stage 8 The execute stage, on detecting a synchronous interrupt, checks the instruction’s
interrupt enable bit (IntEn). If user-level interrupts are disabled, the execute stage raises a
kernel-level interrupt. If user-level interrupts are enabled, FLIP precedes to revert to the state of
the interrupting instruction and to take the interrupt. FLIP revert its state on an interrupt using
the same mechanism and the same signals as per a mispredicted branch. The Revert signal
7

It may be desirable to have two interrupt enable bits and corresponding linkage registers, one for asynchronous
interrupts and one for synchronous ones. This is because an asynchronous interrupt handler, such as a message handler,
may wish to disable other messages from interrupting and but still wish to handle user-level exceptions.
8
The exception is a memory interrupt resulting from an instruction memory access which occurs in the fetch stage
and can be handled like an asynchronous interrupt.
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Figure 6: FLIP’s pipeline signals and state relevant to synchronous Interrupts.
instructs pipeline stages to anull all instructions whose time stamp exceeds that of the interrupting
instruction (Stamp) and the decode/rename stage to also revert its renaming table and to disable
further interrupts (IntEn). The execute stage instructs the fetch stage to take the interrupt by
raising the Interrupt signal and by sending the fetch stage the starting address of the interrupt
handler (InterruptPC) and the address of the interrupting instruction (ReturnPC). On the
following cycle, the fetch stage updates the linkage register with the address of the interrupting
instruction and jumps to the interrupt handler.

2.4 Asynchronous Interrupts in FLIP
Now that we have described synchronous interrupts, let us turn our attention to asynchronous
interrupts. FLIP takes a very aggressive approach to implementing asynchronous interrupts with
some resulting complications. FLIP can start fetching interrupt handler instructions on the very next
cycle after an asynchronous interrupt has been asserted. FLIP does not invalidate any outstanding
instructions and its pipeline does not waste a single slot. As a consequence, asynchronous interrupts
can be very efficient, but also very speculative. There may be many outstanding speculative branches
at the time FLIP takes an interrupt. Branches in the fetch and decode/rename stages, may not have
even made their prediction yet. Branches further down the pipeline may not have resolved their
predictions yet. Even the state of the interrupt enable bit, at the time FLIP takes an interrupt, is
speculative.
Ignoring the interaction of branch instructions and interrupts, for now, FLIP’s implementation of
asynchronous interrupts is quite simple. Figure 7 shows FLIP’s pipeline as it relates to asynchronous
11
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Figure 7: FLIP’s pipeline signals and state relevant to asynchronous Interrupts.

interrupts. Asynchronous interrupts are detected and acknowledged by the decode/rename stage.
The decode/rename stage detects and acknowledges asynchronous interrupts in parallel with its
decoding and renaming of an instruction. If interrupts are enabled when an asynchronous interrupt
is detected, the decode/rename stage accepts the interrupt. It informs the fetch stage of the
interrupt (Interrupt) and sends it the starting address of the corresponding interrupt handler
(InterruptPC). For reasons which we describe shortly, the decode/rename stage does not
acknowledge the interrupt at this time. On the next clock cycle, the fetch stage saves its current
PC (PC) in the interrupt linkage register (ReturnPC) and starts fetching instructions from the
interrupt handler. The decode/rename stage disables further interrupts on the next cycle, when the
first instruction of the interrupt handler reaches it.
As we have already pointed out, the implementation of asynchronous interrupts is complicated
by the interaction of interrupts with branch instructions. If any branch instruction which precedes
the interrupt handler in FLIP’s pipeline were to branch, the processor would resume fetching from
the user program and forget about the interrupt handler. Recall, that a branch instruction may
branch either in the decode stage as it makes its prediction or in the execute stage as it mispredicts
(Figure 5). Let us first consider branch instructions as they make their prediction. Any branch
instruction in the fetch or decode/rename stage at the time the decode/rename stage accepts an
asynchronous interrupt has yet to make its prediction and branch. To avoid branching back to the
user program just as the interrupt handler is beginning to run, FLIP postpones taking either branch
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until the interrupt returns 9 . The decision to postpone branching is made by the decode/rename
stage which instructs the fetch stage to postpone (Postpone) the branch instead of jumping to it
(Jump). To postpone taking the branch, the fetch stage updates the linkage register (ReturnPC)
with the target address of the branch (JumpPC).
Mispredicted branch instructions and, analogously, synchronous interrupts pose a similar problem. If an instruction which precedes the interrupt handler mispredicts, FLIP reverts to its state
at the time of the mispredicted instruction. All of the interrupt handler’s outstanding instructions
disappear and FLIP resumes fetching from the corrected arm of the mispredicted branch. The
asynchronous interrupt effectively vanishes. To handle a vanished asynchronous interrupt, FLIP
simply takes the interrupt again. Recall that the decode/rename stage has not yet acknowledged
the interrupt at the time of the misprediction. The decode/rename stage does not acknowledge an
asynchronous interrupt until it is certain that the interrupt will not vanish, that is until the first instruction of the interrupt handler commits. When the decode/rename stage detects a misprediction
which precedes its unacknowledged asynchronous interrupt, it acts as if the asynchronous interrupt
line had just been raised and eventually accepts the interrupt again.

3 Hardware Structures
In the previous section, we have described how FLIP incorporates interrupts into its superscalar
pipeline. We have shown that FLIP reuses existing mechanisms and often even existing pipeline
signals to implement fast interrupts at almost no hardware cost. The one aspect of FLIP which
we have so far neglected is FLIP’s data structures: the template buffer and the renaming table. In
this section, we describe how FLIP implements these structures and how fast interrupts impact the
implementation. We show that both data structures can be implemented efficiently in the presence
of fast interrupts.
The way interrupts impact FLIP’s data structures is to make checkpointing ubiquitous. As
we saw in the previous section, interrupts do not introduce any new operations or signals into the
template buffer or the renaming table. An asynchronous interrupt has no effect on either structure.
A synchronous interrupt appears to each structure as a mispredicted branch. Since most instructions
can raise a synchronous interrupt, however, the set of instructions which can mispredict grows from
just branches to almost all instructions. With synchronous interrupts, the processor must be able to
checkpoint the state of the renaming table and the template store on every instruction, rather than
only on branches.
In the following two sections, we show how ubiquitous checkpointing influences our implementation of FLIP’s data structures. We find the standard stack and wrap-around queue structures
for implementing the template buffer, as well as our variation, the coalescing-stack structure, to be
adequate. The renaming table, on the other hand, requires a new approach. Since our new approach
draws on our template buffer implementation, we start by briefly describing the template buffer.
9

We assume no delay slots, although a similar approach works for branches with delay slots.
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Figure 8: Our coalescing stack implementation of the template buffer before and after a template
with the result tag of 42 is deleted. The grey area corresponds to templates which hold valid
instructions, the white area to templates which do not.

3.1 The Template Store
We are experimenting with three different implementations of the template buffer in FLIP: a
stack, a wrap-around queue, and a coalescing stack. Although a detailed discussion of the three
implementations is outside the scope of this paper, the following are their main features. Each
structures consists of a buffer of memory in which each entry can hold one template. Templates
are stored in successive addresses in the order in which they enter the buffer/read stage. The stack
pushes new templates until it overflows, then drains the processor and reinitializes the stack. The
wrap-around queue pushes new templates and pops finished ones as they reach the head of the
queue. Unlike the two stack implementations, the queue requires an auxiliary register file since
the sequence of templates present in the queue at any one time may contain no instruction whose
result belongs to a particular register. The coalescing stack pushes new templates at the Tail and
deletes finished ones from anywhere within the stack. Figure 8 shows how the coalescing stack
deletes a template from within the stack by moving it to the very bottom of the buffer and sliding
all succeeding templates up by one. The newly deleted template and its result tag are ready to be
reused later.
Note that the three implementations of the template buffer are not affected by ubiquitous
checkpointing. Since they store templates in their temporal order, all three structures implicitly
checkpoint on every instruction. Reverting to an older state on a misprediction, amounts to freeing
all templates which spatially succeed the mispredicted template. Referring to Figure 8, reverting on
a misprediction simply corresponds to moving the Tail pointer up to the mispredicted template.

3.2 The Renaming Table
In case of the renaming table, on the other hand, ubiquitous checkpointing significantly impacts
our design. A simple implementation of the renaming table which checkpoints on branches may
not easily extend to checkpoint on all instructions. Consider, for instance, an implementation in
which the renaming table maintains shadow copies of itself. This is the approach taken by the
HPSm processor [HP86, UHN 92]. To checkpoint on branches, a FLIP implementation with a 20
template template buffer might have four shadow renaming tables, for instance. In the hopefully
rare occasion when the decode/rename stage encounters a fifth speculative branch, it stalls the
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Figure 9: The circuit which implements the lookup operation on FLIP’s sequence of register-tag
bindings.
processor until the oldest speculative branch resolves. We somewhat hinted at this implementation
in our pipeline diagrams in which the renaming table is shadowed by several older copies. The
shadowing implementation becomes much more costly in the presence of fast interrupts. Since
potentially almost any instruction can mispredict, the renaming table must maintain a shadow copy
of itself for almost every outstanding instruction.
FLIP takes a drastically different approach to implementing the renaming table. It eliminates
the renaming table altogether. Instead of a renaming table, FLIP maintains the register-tag binding
of every outstanding instruction in its template store entry. FLIP adds, deletes, and anulls register
bindings at the same time as it adds, deletes, and anulls the instruction’s template. The only
additional operation required of the renaming table is the lookup operation. As a new instruction
enters the decode/rename stage, FLIP must look up the current binding of the instruction’s argument
registers. Since the bindings are stored in a time ordered sequence, looking up the current binding
amounts to finding the most recent occurrence of the register.
A simple scan circuit of Figure 9 can find the most recent binding of a register. The figure
shows a column of register-tag bindings in temporal order, with the most recent binding at the
bottom. The RSrc line broadcasts the argument’s register number to all the bindings. The Grant
tells each successive binding whether any preceding binding has already matched. The Take line
reports the most recent match. The scan circuit initiates its search by raising the Grant line to
the most recent binding, as specified by the Tail pointer. This scan circuit is linear in time and
area with the number of outstanding instructions. Logarithmic versions also exist [CLR90, Chapter
29]. FLIP maintains two such scan circuits, one for each source register of the instruction passing
through the decode/rename stage. In general, a superscalar processor which decodes instructions
at a time would require 2 scan circuits.
The scan circuit of Figure 9, as well as its logarithmic version, require very little hardware. All
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that is required is several logical gates plus a register-tag binding for every outstanding instruction.
Because of its economy, the scan circuit implementation of the renaming table may be desirable
for many speculating superscalar processor, regardless of their interrupt implementation.

4 Related and Future Work
We have presented the design of FLIP. Before discussing future research directions, let us review
the relationship of other work to the FLIP mechanisms. Most previous research on fast interrupts
has either focused on precise synchronous interrupts or on asynchronous message-arrival interrupts.
Smith and Pleszkun [SP88] describe and evaluate methods for adding precise synchronous
interrupts to a pipelined processor. Unlike FLIP, their processor issues instructions in order and
does not speculate. A reorder table allows their instructions to complete out of order, yet update
state in order. Our wrap-around queue implementation of the template buffer is similar to Smith and
Pleszkun’s reorder buffer. Smith and Pleszkun address the problem of crossing protection domains
on kernel-level interrupts by draining the pipeline, whereas FLIP avoids draining the pipeline.
Sohi describes [Soh90] an implementation of synchronous interrupts which resembles FLIP.
Sohi’s processor, like FLIP, issues instructions out of order. Sohi’s template buffer (which he calls
the RUU) resembles our wrap-around queue implementation. For renaming, Sohi uses a pair of
counters per register specifying the number of outstanding instances of that register and the latest
instance number. FLIP, in contrast, allocates tags from a pool of free tags and uses a scan-based
lookup table to represent the association between registers and tags. Sohi’s paper does not describe
how to revert the instance counters to their correct state on a synchronous interrupt or mispredicted
branch. FLIP’s scan-based lookup table can revert quickly and inexpensively to the right processorstate on a synchronous interrupt or a mispredicted branch. Unlike FLIP’s design, Sohi’s paper does
not address the problem of crossing protection domains for kernel-level interrupts.
Research on asynchronous interrupts is driven by the parallel and distributed processing community which tries to reduce the cost of interprocessor communication [HJ92]. In interrupt-driven
communication a processor is interrupted right away when a message arrives, avoiding the delays
and overheads associated with polling but incurring the cost of an interrupt. Today’s multiprocessors typically use off-the-shelf processors and live with the cost of kernel-level interrupts. On these
machines, users often go to great lengths to avoid interrupts because they are too expensive [BK94].
The cost of interrupts is projected to be even greater in the next generation of multiprocessors based
on off-the-shelf superscalars [KOH 94, AAC92].
Our work uses a model of interrupts in which interrupt handlers run atomically with respect to
the user program’s thread of computation. Difficulties arise in the treatment of instructions which
are outstanding in the processor at the time the processor takes the interrupt. These difficulties are
not present in processors in which the interrupt handler runs as a separate thread or in processors
which execute only one instruction per thread at a time. The extreme example of such a processor is
the dataflow processor, such as Monsoon [Pap91], which can execute a new one-instruction thread
on every cycle. Another example is the HEP [Jor83] processor which interleaves instructions from
multiple threads and the J-Machine multicomputer in which the state of a supervisor thread and a
user thread coexist in the processor [DFK 92]. While such processors are capable of providing
efficient interrupts even in the presence of many outstanding instructions, they rely on parallel
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instruction sets and computing models to generate multiple threads of computation. FLIP, on the
other hand, provides lost-cost, fast, user-level interrupts for a commodity serial instruction set.
Adding fast interrupts to aggressively superscalar processors requires only minor changes and
brings great potential benefits. We have shown that, in aggressively superscalar processors such
as FLIP, interrupts can reuse existing mechanisms for executing branch instructions. The two
problems which arise in implementing fast interrupts, the vanishing asynchronous interrupt and
ubiquitous checkpointing due to synchronous interrupts, can be resolved by simple hardware solutions. Interrupts are a simple processor mechanism used by an extraordinary variety of applications.
We believe that making the cost of interrupts comparable to the cost of branches will enable progress
in many fields of computation.
Our goals for future research include a more aggressive implementation of user-level asynchronous interrupts. We plan to investigate a model of the asynchronous interrupt in which the
interrupt handler is not atomic with respect to the user program, rather it runs in parallel with the
user program providing a natural source of instruction-level parallelism. In our proposed model, the
interrupt handler and the user program share processor resources and architectural state, including
the register file. Since they share registers, they can synchronize quickly via atomic operations on
registers. Since the handler and the program share processor resources, such as the template buffer
and the renaming table, we predict that very little new hardware is needed.
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